
English IV 

Outcome B, Benchmark 2 

Speech Outline 

Outline Format (Type out your Outline next to each line. Do NOT delete the guidelines.)  

I. Introduction (Think of it like a funnel. Start broad, and then focus in.) [PARTNER 1+2] [1-3] 

A. Introduce the Topic-Start out with a bang! How are you going to captivate your audience? 

Hook them! Get them invested! (Brainstorm/list ideas here): 

 

B. History/Background of Topic-Give your audience context. What is the theory that exists? What 

issue does it confront?: 

 

C. Context-What are you looking going to talk about specifically? Why is this theory relevant 

today?:  

 

D. Thesis Statement. Make a clear statement about why this theory is credible or NOT credible 

(WRITE IT OUT): 

 

 

2. Most Credible “Evidence” (how is effective rhetoric used to support the claim in the sources that you 

have read? How do the authors of your sources effectively use language/tone to persuade audience of 

their theory?)     

           [PARTNER 1] 

 

 Credible Evidence 1 – explain how rhetoric was used effectively to support the theory with an ICE quote  

 

 

 

 Credible Evidence 2- explain how rhetoric was used effectively to support the theory with an ICE quote  

 

 

 

3. Craziest “evidence” (what evidence is the least credible?)    [PARTNER 2] 

 

 Craziest Evidence 1- explain how rhetoric was use ineffectively/wasn’t persuasive to support the theory with 

an ICE quote  

 

 

 

 Craziest Evidence 2- explain how rhetoric was used ineffectively/wasn’t persuasive to support the theory 

with an ICE quote  

 

 

 

 

 



4. Refutation (arguments that show this theory is false) [how do authors use rhetoric to disprove the 

claims of conspiracy theorists or expose biases? Use specific evidence]  

           [PARTNER 1] [3] 

 

 Counterargument/Refutation – how do authors prove that this conspiracy theory is NOT true or biased (use 

ICE quote for support) [In other words, what evidence is there that disproves this theory & why is it more 

credible?]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Evaluation (Overall which side of the argument is more credible?)     [PARTNER 2] [1-3] 

 Recap main points (credible evidence, craziest evidence, refutation/proof against the theory)  

 

 

 

 Make a final statement relating to your thesis telling whether or not you & your partner believe the theory 

judging from your research.  
 

 

 

 

Works Cited page (NEW PAGE) 

Use MLA style. You should just copy and paste all of the citations that you put on your source sheets. Make 

sure that they are in alphabetical order. You also need to make sure that you have the following: 

 MLA Heading in the upper left-hand corner (Name, Teacher name, Class, Date) and Running Header (last 

name (+) page #) in the upper right-hand corner 

 Times New Roman, Size 12 font, Double spaced 

 Titled: Works Cited (NO underlines, bolding, or quotation marks around it) 

 In alphabetical order according to the first letter of each citation 

 Second, third, etc. line of each citation is indented (hanging indent) 

 No bullets or numbering before citations 

 Article titles in quotations/ Book titles are italicized/Website titles are italicized 

 Appropriate number of quotes (FIVE) 

 

 


